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FLEXASTM Dropped Object Simulation
Introduction
Accidentally dropped objects pose serious and costly
hazard to subsea installations. High fidelity 3D nonlinear
simulations are needed to accurately predict an object’s
fall trajectories. Through an advanced nonlinear simulation
capability, FLEXASTM, we are simulating the fall of complex
object geometries in deep waters to help operators better
manage their subsea facility installation and re-furbishing
risks.
Production Tree Drop Simulation

Customer Benefits
•

•

Detailed prediction of dropped
object scatter patterns for specific
inventory of lifted items
Reduced conservatism compared
to conventional methods based on
generic item descriptions

•

Clear visibility of impact risk to
subsea infrastructure, allowing
improved operational planning

•

Efficient method, allowing rigorous
examination of many scenarios

•

Assessment of attachments that
can control free-fall descent
trajectories

FLEXASTM couples up to four different physical models for
accurate complex object fall simulations:
•

Nonlinear dynamics

•

Hydrodynamics

•

Flexible-body dynamics

•

Multi-body dynamics

Each model’s response can be influenced by the other three
response models’ actions and vice-versa resulting in a
complex highly coupled nonlinear simulation model. Previous
independent attempts for the same type simulations in
commercial software have resulted in solver computation
times that are prohibitively long. The proprietary
methodology and computation in FLEXASTM has removed
that restriction allowing quantitative evaluation of dropped
object hazards within restrictive project time scales.
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The customer reported that this work resulted
in significant risk reduction in a deepwater field
re-furbishing project. The actual Production Tree
seabed impact location was within the predicted
seabed impact zone of the FLEXASTM simulations.
Analytical Approach

Large 3D Rotations
• Changes in object’s orientation induce
changes in hydrodynamic forces

Seabed impact

Unique Technology
Technical capabilities have been dramatically
advanced by a unique simulation methodology
which allows for highly efficient 3D nonlinear
dynamics of detailed FE models coupled with
hydrodynamics.
With the object’s initial water entry
orientation being a key determinant to its
trajectory and seabed impact location, the
efficient simulation technology allows the
performance of a large number of Monte-Carlo
random initial orientations to quantify the
entire potential seabed impact zone.
3D trajectory plot

•

Changes in hydrodynamic forces induce
changes in object’s orientation

•

Sinking object may undergo very large,
complex 3D rotations throughout its fall
to the seabed

Hydrodynamics
• The object is discretized into major “drag
elements”
•
•

Specialized element hydrodynamic
subroutines control the local element drag
forces as a function of the drag element’s
angle of attack relative to the local fluid
velocities which includes the free stream
•

•
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Falling umbilical or flexible spool

Hydro-elastic Coupling
•

OMAE 2014-24284: Nonlinear Simulations of a Christmas Tree in Deep Waters

Skin friction drag and drag
interference are included

Flexible Body Dynamics
• Flexible-body dynamics can be coupled
into the nonlinear simulation if the
object’s flexibility is deemed important
to the hydrodynamics and resulting fall
trajectory
•

Publications

Pipe sections, finite length cylinders,
boxes, beam sections, and flat panels

Changes to local drag elements’ angle
of attack change the hydrodynamic
field. Changes in hydrodynamics
change the flexible response

Multibody Dynamics
• Multi-body modeling is necessitated
when the system is composed of multiple
connected parts wherein the relative
orientation between the bodies can be a
significant parameter
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